A mathematical simulation is presented which predicts the spontaneous shape evolution of cubic etch pits on aluminum as they develop into etch tunnels during anodic etching in chloride solutions. The simulation is based on a model for oxide passivation, according to which the rate of oxide film coverage increases as the potential at the dissolving surface is made more negative than the critical repassivation potential, which depends on the local chloride ion concentration. Mass transport calculations are used to predict the electrolyte concentration and potential in the pit, which in turn determine the rate of oxide advance and hence the shape change of the pit. The model predicts the pit-tunnel transformation, as well as width expansion of tunnels near their mouths. The occurrence of these features is independent of the choice of the passivation rate constant, an adjustable parameter in the simulation. Tunnel width oscillations were found at relatively low values of the rate constant. In the model, the pit-tunnel transformation is produced by rapid pit sidewall passivation, which is due to the relatively slower increase of the pit electrolyte concentration relative to the ohmic drop, during the pit's initial growth. A fully quantitative comparison of the model and experiment is possible with independent experimental information on passivation kinetics. 3100
Infroduction
An aluminum etch tunnel is a type of corrosion pit found after anodic etching in chloride solutions at temperatures above about 60°C. Among other forms of localized corrosion, the morphology of tunnels is unique in that dissolution occurs exclusively on the end or tip surface of the tunnel. As a result, tunnels penetrate into the metal rapidly, at velocities of several micrometers per second, while their widths change much more slowly. Tunnels are about 1 p.m wide and can grow to lengths of 100 p.m; their number density can approach 10/cm2. Tunnel etching is used in the fabrication of aluminum electrodes for electrolytic capacitors, where it serves to enhance the electrode's surface area.
Characteristic features of tunnel morphology and growth have been discussed by Alwitt et al. 1 Tunnel growth occurs only in the <100> crystallographic directions. The growth velocity is independent of tunnel length but increases with temperature according to an Arrhenius dependence (activation energy 15 kcal/mol). 2 The dissolving end or tip face is a flat and smooth (100) plane, while the sidewalls have a rough, corrugated texture ( Fig. 1) . These wall ripples can be viewed as tunnel width oscillations, which have a char-* Electrochemical Society Active Member.°P resent address: Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907, USA. acteristic amplitude and wavelength of roughly 0.1 p.m; available information suggests that these ripple dimensions do not depend significantly on temperature. The widths of tunnels near their mouths expand with increasing length (Fig. 2) , while those of long tunnels taper slowly. At small etching times (<1 s), only half-cubic crystallographic etch pits, having (100) faces, are found on the surface, while after a few seconds, both etch pits and tunnels are present. This suggests that tunnels originate from etch pits, which transform into tunnels as they grow. After nucleation of etch pits, there is a stage of rapid dissolution in which they grow to sizes of 0.1-1 p.m in a few milliseconds; afterward, their dissolution rate (or dissolution current density) is apparently constant and approximately the same as in tunnels. 3 The dissolution rate in etch pits is uniform along their walls ( Fig. 3 ).
Aspects of the growth mechanism of tunnels can be inferred from their morphology. The passivity of tunnel sidewalls can be attributed to the presence of a surface oxide film. While the tunnel end surface dissolves, new oxide film is continuously formed on the sidewalls. The observation that the dissolving tip surfaces of tunnels are always flat and smooth suggests that this new oxide is formed only at the edge of the tip surface. In effect, the leading edge of the oxide film (oxide front) moves in the direction of tunnel growth, at a velocity (denoted here as v) which is the same as that of dissolution (vd) . In contrast to tunnels, the sidewalls of cubic pits are free of oxide film; the transformation of pits into tunnels is attributable to oxide passivation of the pit sidewalls. The characteristic width expansion of tunnels near their mouths suggests that this sidewall passivation does not occur instantaneously; rather, the oxide front moves down the sidewall with a finite velocity, while the exposed sidewall surface below the oxide front dissolves laterally (see Fig. 4a ). Since the oxide front eventually reaches the dissolving pit bottom, v1, must be greater than v,1 while the pit sidewalls are being passivated. However, after the oxide front arrives at the pit bottom, the two velocities are equal and remain equal during the further growth of the pit as a tunnel.
From this view, the shape evolution of etch pits and their transformation to tunnels can be quantitatively modeled, provided that the film and dissolution velocities can be predicted during pit growth and are found to display the time dependence indicated above. The goal of this work was to theoretically predict the shape of an etch pit as it evolves into a tunnel during anodic etching. Success of this effort depends on the ability to mathematically describe metal dissolution and passivation, processes which are of fundamental importance to a wide spectrum of corrosion processes. A good model would also guide the selec- tion of etching conditions to obtain desirable tunnel shapes. As is seen, the model was found to predict the transformation, and the results of model calculations yielded characteristic features of tunnels such as width oscillations and width expansion near the tunnel base.
Theoretical Model Description of oxide passivation.-Modeling the shape evolution of etch pits and tunnels depends on the predic- tion of the velocities of dissolution (Vd) and of the oxide front (vu). Since scanning electron microscopy (SEM) morphological measurements have indicated that the dissolution velocity is the same in pit and tunnels, it is assumed here that Vd is constant during the transformation. The critical element in the model is, then, the prediction of the film velocity, vi,. A model for the film velocity can be drawn from prior work in which passivation in tunnels was characterized both during steady tunnel growth at constant applied current45 and following current step reductions during etching, and in both cases correlated with the solution composition and potential at the tunnel tip surface. The results of these investigations can be summarized as follows: (1) During tunnel growth at constant current, the A1C13 electrolyte concentration at the tunnel tip increases with increasing tunnel length and the pH and potential there decrease. These trends are attributable to the increase of the ohmic and mass transport resistance of the tunnel with its length. However, transport calculations showed that for tunnels up to 14 pm in length at 70°C, the potential at the tip remains within 1 mV of repassivation potential of aluminum5 ER([Cl1) = -B log1.Jt + E5 ((Cl15) [Clib [1] where [Cli, and [Cl-]5 are the chloride ion concentrations at the dissolving surface and in the bulk. Hence, the condition v, = Vd for tunnel growth is associated with a potential at the tip surface close to ER. (ii) Following step reductions of the applied current during tunnel growth, the passive film covers a portion of the tip surface in a time dt smaller than 1 ms.7'8 The time scale of this rapid passivation is much smaller than that required for mass transport to cause the concentration to change significantly. Thus, hence more loosely bound than in the interior.11"2 Accordingly, the rate process determining v,, would be chloride desorption. It should be noted that when the cathodic passivation after current step reductions is not associated with changes in the solution composition at the tip. On the other hand, potential transient measurements indicated that the tip potential was significantly more cathodic than potential shift is large, as in the current step experiments of Tak et al., desorption in the interior of the chloride layer would be possible, and this would lead to breakup of the adsorbed layer into patches, which they observed.7 In the E5 while passivation was taking place. It was inferred that present case of undisturbed tunnel growth, however, the film velocities larger than the dissolution velocity are departure of the potential from E5 is much smaller, and the associated with cathodic departures of the potential at the adsorption model would suggest the confinement of passitip surface from ER.
vation to the perimeter of the active tip surface. On the basis of these results, v,, is taken to be a function of the difference between the potential at the dissolving surface and ER. While the "true" mathematical form of the kinetic expression for v7 is unknown, it can be reasonably assumed that if the range of variation of the potential during the pit-tunnel transformation is small enough, a linear approximation is adequate Mass transport model-Knowledge of the electrolyte concentration in the pit is necessary to predict the oxide film velocity, v, in Eq. 2 and hence the pit shape evolution. As a pit grows, the W ions in the etchant are dnven out of the pit by migration and are replaced by Al3 ions dissolved from the metal. The metal ions undergo hydrolysis to produce more H, but it was estimated previously that hydroylsis does not become significant until the Al3 con- [2] centration reaches about 1.3 M, larger than the concentrations under consideration here.2 Thus, the pit solution was where the repassivation overpotential fiR is defined as E, -ER([CL],). For convenience, V, in Eq. 2 is normalized using the constant 04. Equation 2 has the desired features that V is larger than Vd when E, is more negative than ER, but the two velocities are equal when the potential is ER. k is a approximated as an A1C13 binary electrolyte, whether the bulk etchant was HCI or A1C13. The simplification resulting from this approximation is considerable, since the concentration field in the pit is described by the single diffusion equation for C, the concentration of the A1C13 binary salt'3 rate constant for passivation. According to Eq. 1 and 2, V depends on both the electrolyte concentration in the pit, [3] C,, and the potential in the pit, E,. Equation 2 differs from theories such as those based on salt films, which propose
The error introduced by the binary electrolyte approximathat passivation in pits depends on features of the pit solu-tion should be to overestimate the pit chloride ion concention composition alone (e.g., pH, chloride ion concentra-tration, since diffusivity of HC1 at 25°C is about two times tion, mass transfer rate) and not on the potential. How-larger than that of AlCl3. There was no error when the ever, the experiments cited in the preceding paragraph etchant was A1C13 solution. clearly demonstrate that v cannot be a function of composition alone, since during steady tunnel growth, while the solution composition is changing, V, is constant, and During the pit-tunnel transformation, the pit geometry is complex and changes with time as the oxide film advances down the pit sidewalls and the pit simultaneously grows. A yet during transient current step experiments, the solution three-dimensional transient model would he necessary to composition remains unchanged during the time when v,, increases sharply. It should be mentioned that studies of much longer etch tunnels suggest that the solution at the tunnel tip can be nearly saturated with A1C13;' however, this is not the case in small etch pits and newly formed tunnels, which are the focus here. 4 This model for passivation is phenomenological in character in that it is deduced from experimental observations and not constructed directly from a molecular-scale view of the process. It should be pointed out, however, that the model is consistent with expectations based on the presence on the dissolving surface of an adsorbed chloride ion layer, which shields surface metal atoms from passivating water. Despite the apparently prohibitive electrostatic repulsion, close-packed adsorbed layers of various halide ions on a number of metals have been observed by in situ scanning tunneling microscopy; the close proximity of the anions may imply charge transfer to the substrate" or perhaps incorporation of cations in the layer. Tak and Hebert noted that such a layer explains a number of important aspects of passivation in tunnels and pits, including the occurrence of passivation as the potential is made negative': since the surface coverage of adsorbed chloride ions accurately describe the concentration field. However, a simulation based on such a complex model was not attempted. Instead, an approximate pit geometry was chosen which simplified calculations yet still allowed evaluation of the effect of pit growth and passivation on the evolution of the pit electrolyte concentration. In this approximation, the pit geometry was taken as a hemisphere on an insulating plane ( Fig. 3 ). The same geometric approximation was made by Vetter and Strehblow,'4 and by Beck and Alkire," in their analyses of mass transport during early pit growth. The hemisphere radius is one-half the width of the pit opening and does not change with time, since the metal at the pit mouth is passive. The effect of pit growth and passivation on the concentration was modeled through a time-dependent current boundary condition on the hemisphere surface (see below). Therefore, the hemisphere approximation reduces the three-dimensional, transient pit geometry to a static, one-dimensional geometry.
The diffusion equation in the region outside the hemisphere accounts for radial diffusion toward the bulk solution aC D a ( 2 = [4] increases with potential, potential shifts in the cathodic direction would induce desorption of chloride ions from the active surface, and the exposed metal atoms would then react rapidly with water to form an oxide film. The concept of an adsorbed chloride layer was used to construct a model for the current step experiments whose predictions were quantitatively consistent with both the observed potential-time behavior and the surface morphological changes accompanying passivation.' In the present context, the adsorbed chloride layer may explain why passivation occurs at the edge of the active surface, since as with other two-dimensional phases on electrodes, desorption would occur preferentially on the outer edge of the layer where the adsorbates have fewer neighbors and are Beck and Alkire suggested that the hemisphere approximation, since it neglects the mass-transport resistance inside the pit, underestimates the concentration increase in the pit by a factor of about 3. This error should be partly offset by that due to neglect of W ions in the pit. In any case, the rate of passivation is determined by which depends on the potential and concentration in the pit. While the hemisphere potential and concentration are smaller than those inside the pit, they should have similar functional dependences on time. Thus, it was possible to compensate errors caused by the hemisphere approximation through the choice of a larger value for the empirical passivation rate constant k,. The boundary condition far from the pit is the bulk concentration C6 C(r = , t) = C6 [5] while that at the hemisphere surface is given by the current density i(t) passing this surface = at) i(t)t 3FD [6] Since the dissolution current density, i, on the active surface inside the pit is always constant, the current density on the hemisphere, i(t), is found by multiplying i by the actively dissolving area in the pit and dividing by the hemisphere area
The active area A(t) is determined by the equations which govern the pit shape, as explained in the following discussion.
Wiersma and Hebert found that after nucleation of a pit there was a brief period of a few milliseconds of very rapid growth, after which the pit current density was the same as that found in tunnels; current balance calculations suggested that at times soon after this initial burst of pit growth, the pit sidewalls were actively dissolving.3 This state of the pit just after the rapid growth period, as depicted in Fig. 3 , was taken to be the initial condition of the simulation. The interior surface of the pit is dissolving with a uniform velocity Vd, and the concentration field was taken to be that corresponding to steady-state diffusion Oa2 C(r,t = 0) = C6 + 3FDr ohmic resistance of the cell solution.6 Hence, the potential with respect to a reference electrode at the pit mouth is also ER(Cb). ("Pit mouth" refers to a point far enough from the pit so the concentration is C6 but close enough so the potential does not include the cell ohmic drop). E, - ER(Cb) in Eq. 10 is the potential difference between two reference electrodes located at the dissolving surface and pit mouth E, -ER(Cb) = (14,-- [11] where the reference electrodes were taken to be Ag/AgC1 electrodes, as were used for the measurement of ER. The liquid junction potential in Eq. 11 was calculated according to the methods given by Newman.2° The repassivation overpotential was found to be
The first term on the right side of this equation is the negative of the ohmic overpotential in the pit, -i,,, and is proportional to the pit current. The second and third terms depend on the concentration profile of the pit and are referred to as the negative concentration overpotential, -tk.
, since it includes activity coefficients and experimentally measured transport properties, accounts for nonideal transport and thermodynamic behavior, which were expected in the relatively concentrated solutions found in pits.
Pit shape evolution-When the repassivation overpotential was known, the film velocity v,, could be calculated from Eq. 2. This velocity, together with Vd, determines the shape change of the pit, according to the equations given in this section. The shape of the pit was described in terms of four functions of time: r2(t) and x2(t), the coordinates of the bottom corner of the pit; and r,(t) and x,(t), the coordinates of the front edge of the oxide film. x, and x2 are depths measured from the pit mouth, and r, and r2 are radii (halfwidths) measured from the center axis of the pit. The dependences of these variables on time are governed by three sets of geometric equations, which apply to situations where the tunnel width near the dissolving surface is either expanding gradually, contracting gradually, or expanding discontinuously. These possible shapes (as depicted in Gradually expanding width-These equations apply when x, <x2, r, = r,, and m, < 0. This situation is typically found when, as shown in Fig. 4a , the oxide front is located on the pit sidewall during early pit growth. The equations are [8] The lack of sidewall passivation during rapid initial growth of the pit suggests that v is much larger than during this time.
The solution of Eq. 4 together with the boundary conditions 5 and 6 and the initial condition 8 yields the pit concentration C,(t) = C(r = a, t). The solution was obtained in integral form for an arbitrarily varying i(t) using Duhamel's theorem. 16 This integral is based on the solution for a constant current density with time, which is available in analytical form.'7 The result for C,(t), the concentration at the hemisphere surface is
a°e xp a°J dr [9] Further details concerning Eq. 9 are given by Zhou."
Repassivation overpotential.-The driving force for passivation is the repassivation overpotential fiR, or E, -ER(C,). The repassivation potential was measured experimentally using aluminum polarization curves in A1C1, solutions of various concentrations at 70°C. ER was the zero-current intercept of the pitting branch of the steadystate polarization curve." Its dependence on the concentration was found to be represented accurately, for C c 4.0 N, by the logarithmic relationship in Eq. The repassivation overpotential is given by fiR = E, -ER(C,) = E, -ER(Cb) + 0.0337log2i_ [10] During etching, it is found that the slope of the pitting branch of the polarization curve is determined by the
The last of these equations was derived from the geometric formula for the length of a curve. Once these functions are known by integration, the active surface area is calculated according to A(t) = 4r + 8r,(x2x,) [14] Gradually contracting width (Fig. 4b Discontinuously expanding width (Fig. 4c ).-A disconti-At steady state, flz depends only on C, and does not depend nuity in the width occurs at any time if fiR> 0. The dissodirectly on the pit geometry (it depends indirectly on lution velocity then momentarily exceeds the passivation geometry through C,). In fact, Eq. 20 may be applied to pits velocity, causing the pit width to increase with time at the as well as to tunnels of any length. In the latter case, C, location of the oxide front. It is seen below that width dis-refers to the concentration at the tunnel tip. In contrast to continuities occur momentarily during the tunnel width pits, diffusion in tunnels is more nearly at steady state, oscillations. The equations are because the dissolution current, which is proportional to the tip area, is approximately constant with time.
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The calculated steady-state fiR values for a bulk solution dt -= V,1 [17] of 1 N A1C13 at 70°C are shown in Fig. 5 , which also dis- have this concentration at its dissolving tip surface.5 A(t) = 4r + 8r2(x2x,) + 4(r -r') [18] Figure 5 shows that the magnitudes of both overpotentials, which are opposite in sign, are significant, increasing Calculations-The equations of the model are the geo-monotonically with surface concentration to 42 mU. Howmetric pit shape equations, Eq. 13-18, along with Eq. 2, 9, ever, strikingly, r and ti,, nearly cancel in the calculation and 12. The dependent variable are C,, fiR, i, A, r5, x,, r1, of 'OR; the average and maximum i, are 0.46 and 0.86 mU, and x1. The simulation was carried out using the fourth-respectively. The refinement of Hebert and Alkire's calcuorder Runge-Kutta algorithm to solve the pit shape equa-lation thus brings fle much closer to zero than was the case tions. The time step for integration was taken as 1 x i0s, in their paper and supports the hypothesis that during which was small enough to obtain convergence of the tunnel growth (for which v,, = v,j, the potential at the tundependent variables. The integrals in Eq. 9 were calculat-nd end is close to the repassivation potential. Also, since ed by Simpson's rule. Further details of the numerical cal-Eq. 20 does not depend on geometry, steady-state diffusion culation procedure are given by Zhou." in pits would also imply equality of v, and i),1. However, The model calculations required knowledge of transport this suggests that the pit-tunnel transformation would not properties and activity coefficients as functions of concen-occur, since the oxide front would never overtake the pit tration at the etching temperature (70°C). Activity coeffi-bottom, Therefore, a calculation is given in the next seecients were predicted from Meissner's correlation for tion which demonstrates that diffusion in pits, in contrast aqueous electrolyte solutions2' and were known up to a to tunnels, is not at steady state. concentration of 4.0 N. The conductivity was previously Transient diffusion during pit growth-The purpose of measured by Hebert.2' The diffusivity was found from this calculation is to demonstrate the effect of transient potential transients accompanying current step experidiffusion during pit growth on the pit electrolyte concenments during tunnel etching,5 from which it was detertration. Unlike the mass transfer model in the simulation, mined to be approximately constant at 2.1 X i0 cm'/s for the pit sidewalls were taken to be uniformly dissolving concentrations at the dissolving surface up to about 4.0 N. and free of oxide. The pit geometry is approximated by a
The Al'' ion transference number was determined with hemisphere, as in Fig. 3 . However, since the sidewalls were concentration cell potential measurements.53 For these dissolving, the hemisphere radius increases with time at a experiments, one compartment of the cell contained 1.0 N rate given by the dissolution velocity V,1. The calculation A1CI3 and the other an A1C13 solution of variable concenthus includes transient diffusion effects associated with tration; the potential between Ag/AgC1 electrodes in each both the increasing pit current and its increasing size. The compartment was measured. The cation transference numdiffusion equation is ber t was found to be approximately constant at 0.21 up to concentrations of 4 N. 60 -... ....luI
Results and Discussion
RepassiVation oVerpotential during steady-state diffusion-Before presenting the simulation results, two calcu-40 lations are described which facilitate their interpretation: a calculation of ii,, for steady-state diffusion in pits and tunnels, and a comparison of the electrolyte concentration > 20
in the pit to that expected if diffusion were at steady state.
E
A similar calculation to the first one was given by Hebert ' and Alkire,' but it did not fully incorporate experimental values for the thermodynamic and transport parameters. 0 It is shown in the Appendix that steady-state diffusion is 3 a good approximation during the growth of developed . tunnels.
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At steady state, only aluminum ions carry current in the 0 binary electrolyte, and hence the current density in solution is 3FNA]3. The following relation then holds between the current density i, at a given point in the solution and the local concentration gradient13 i,t°3 C - [19] 1.5 0 Using this relationship, the ohmic overpotential in Eq. 12 can be transformed into an integral over concentration. The resulting expression for ,, is In terms of the new variable y, the boundary condition Eq. 6 is imposed at p = 0, while Eq. 5 holds at infinite y and zero time. Equation 22 was solved numerically using the method of lines (IMSL subroutine MOLCH). Figure 6 shows the concentration at the hemisphere surface, C(y = 0, t), as a function of the hemisphere radius or pit depth, Vdt. Results for three different constant dissolution current densities are given (solid curves), and for each d the prediction is compared to that based on steady-state diffusion at the current pit depth, from Eq. 8 (dashed curves). The current densities range from the tunnel current density at 70°C, 6.1 A/cm2, to a typical current density for the rapid initial growth of small pits under these conditions, 150 A/cm2. Despite the brief duration of this rapid initial dissolution (about 10 ms, corresponding to a pit depth of 0.5 p.m for the current density of 150 A/cm2), the calculations were carried through to a depth of 3 p.m. Saturation of A1C13 is reached at a concentration of approximately 3 M. The convective term in Eq. 22 was found to be small and does not influence the prediction. Figure 6 shows that the pit concentration is always smaller than the concentration expected if diffusion were at steady state. The departure from steady state increases as the dissolution rate becomes larger. Thus, the effect of transient diffusion is to decrease the magnitude of the concentration overpotential in Eq. 12 relative to steady-state . Predicted pit electrolyte concentration during the initial growth of small pits, assuming no passivation inside the pits, but accounting for the effect of the increasing pit size on diffusion (Eq. 22) . Solid lines at the model predictions at three different dissolution current densities d; dashed lines represent the predicted concentration assuming steady-state diffusion at the current pit size (Eq. 8). The concentration plotted is that predicted at the hemisphere surface. diffusion; by comparison, the ohmic overpotential is much [211 less sensitive to concentration. During pit growth, the concentration and ohmic overpotentials would not cancel as in Fig. 5 , and a negative repassivation overpotential mi should be expected. As a result, according to Eq. 2, v should be larger than Vd, and the oxide front would eventually overtake the pit bottom, as required for the pit-tunnel transformation. Thus, rapid sidewall passivation should be expected to occur in the simulation, which includes transient diffusion due to the increase of the pit active area with time. This passivation may be attributed to a repassivation overpotential generated by the pit's own [22] rapid dissolution.
Prediction of tunnel initiation at the reference etch conditions.-The results of model calculations for the ref erence etch conditions are presented in this section. These conditions are the following: temperature 70°C; bulk etchant concentration 1 N A1C13; initial pit radius 1.2 jim; passivation rate constant 8000 V1. The rate constant (kr) was chosen arbitrarily since it is an unknown parameter; the effect of k on the simulation results is discussed in the following section. The dissolution velocity Vd was taken to be 2.1 p.m/s from experimental measurements of tunnel growth rates at 70°C. 2 According to the pit shape profile (Fig. 7) , the pit width initially expands linearly with increasing depth, and then, after 0.50 s, decreases rapidly to an approximately constant value of 4.2 p.m which is maintained indefinitely as dissolution continued. In this "constant" width region, the width oscillates about its average, with a wavelength and amplitude of 0.1 and 0.06 jim, respectively. It is clear that the initial pit, whose side and bottom faces were uniformly dissolving, has spontaneously transformed into a tunnel with passive sidewalls and dissolution only on the bottom face. Thnnel formation is insensitive to the choice of input parameters used for the calculations. The simulated tunnel exhibits width expansion near the base, as well as wall ripples during tunnel growth, both of which, as discussed in the Introduction, are characteristic features of etch tunnels. The overshoot of the tunnel width above its steadystate value, which was frequently found in simulations, was not clearly detectable in SEM micrographs. However, the width overshot is usually a fairly small fraction of the mean tunnel width (0.062 in Fig. 7) and it was not present at large k values. In the following paragraphs, events during the simulation are described in detail.
At early times during the simulation, the sidewalls are relatively free of oxide and the active area increases rapidly. The resulting transient diffusion generates a negative repassivation overpotential, and v, is about 2.5 times larger than Vd (Fig. 8 ). However, as the oxide front approaches the pit bottom, the lateral expansion of the pit occurs more slowly, since the sidewalls are nearly covered with oxide.
Consequently, the active area becomes nearly constant with time ( Fig. 9) , the concentration begins to approach steady state, and v, begins to decrease toward Vd (Fig. 8) . However, when the oxide front reaches the bottom face of the pit, at a time of 0.5 s, its velocity is still large, about 2.2 times the dissolution velocity, and it begins to spread over the active surface on the pit bottom, causing the active area to decrease with time. This contracting area produces a rapid decrease of V, just as the initially increasing area caused V, to increase. Eventually, at 0.6 s, V and Vd are equal and T1R is zero (Fig. 8) , marking the end of the contracting width period. Here, the transformation from pit growth to tunnel growth can be said to have occurred, since if this condition were maintained, the tunnel length would increase while its width remains constant.
In fact, howeveL tunnel width is not constant, but instead it oscillates about a mean value. These oscillations can be attributed to the model's discontinuity at flR = 0, in which slightly positive values cause the pit width to increase without bound (Fig. 4c ). Such small positive values of 9a were found to occur in the course of numerical calculations during the time step after which i, approaches zero to within -iO V. The origin of the discontinuity is that when m is even slightly positive, V becomes smaller than 04, and consequently, the film lags behind the pit wall as it dissolves laterally outward. The expansion of the active area causes the current from the pit to increase with time, and a sequence of events initiates similar to those during the initial period of increasing current: the width first increases until the oxide front reaches the bottom face of the tunnel and then it contracts until V equals V4.
This cycle of events then repeats itself after 1R again momentarily becomes positive. The width oscillations in the simulation simulate a possible physical mechanism for tunnel wall ripples. The small positive excursions of la during numerical calculations, which initiate wall oscillations, model small natural dis- turbances in the potential during tunnel growth. Because the magnitude of a potential disturbance needed to initiate a ripple is very small (less than 0.1 mV), these disturbances could be associated with random events which occur outside the tunnel itself. Examples of such events might be hydrogen bubbles breaking off the external surface or passivation of other pits or tunnels. The tunnel would be only susceptible to these disturbances at the point in the cycle when the width is at a minimum and q is close to zero; at other times 11R is too large to be affected by small fluctuations. Thus, for a frequency of disturbances larger than the predicted frequency of ripples (about 2 Hz), a ripple profile like that in Fig. 7 should be expected. This is likely, since the rates of pit nucleation and passivation, which would be sources of potential disturbances, are usually greater than 105/cm2-s. 3.24 It should be noted, however that the simulated width oscillations represent only one possible mechanism for wall ripples. Others might include, for example, the requirement of a nucleation overpotential to deposit new oxide film on the tunnel wall. 21 20 Effect of passivation rate constant k on the evolution of pit geometry-Since the value of the passivation rate constant k has at this point not been experimentally determined, calculations were carried out to demonstrate the effect of its variation on the tunnel shape. In these calculations, all input parameters except k were set at the reference etch conditions given in the previous section. k was varied from 1 )< io to 4 X i0 V'.
The expansion slope (initial value of dr1/dx1) is shown in Fig. 10 , along with the average v prior to the constant width region, normalized by the dissolution velocity V4. As expected, increasing k causes the film velocity to increase, and this reduces the expansion slope. There is an apparent saturation of v, and the expansion slope beyond of about 1.5 X io V1; increasing k above this value does not significantly change the tunnel shape. In this limiting shape, as the oxide front moves into the pit,the active During this same period, r1/a = 1 + (vdt/a). By dividing the slope of this equation by that of Eq. 23, the average expansion slope, dr1/dx1, of 0.41 is obtained at times less than 0.5 s. This is the limiting value approached in Fig. 10 for large k. When k is very large, only an extremely small transient increase of active area during pit growth is sufficient to drive rapid motion of the oxide front into the pit; consequently, the active area remains nearly at its initial value as the pit grows. The corresponding limiting value of v in Fig. 10 was obtained by solving Eq. 13 after insertion of dx1/dt from Eq. 23.
According to Fig. 11 , the average tunnel width (normalized by dividing by the initial pit width 2a) follows the same trend with k as the expansion slope. Thus, the final tunnel width is determined primarily by the rate of width expansion from the base. Figure 11 also shows the overshoot fraction, defined as the overshoot in width divided by the average tunnel width. The overshoot fraction approaches zero in the constant-area limit for large k but increases rapidly when k is reduced to small values. The width overshoot is determined by the magnitude of the repassivation overpotential during the initial width expansion, since the width contraction continues until TIR becomes zero. The total contraction is large at small k, because i is large during the width expansion and must be reduced by a large amount during the contraction. In the limit of large k, on the other hand, the active area is nearly constant with time, and the extent of the contraction approached zero. The lack of width overshoot suggested by SEM micrographs implies that the actual k may be close to this limiting behavior. The amplitude and wavelength of wall ripples are shown in Fig. 12 as functions of k. The amplitude decreases with k and approaches zero in the constant-area limit. The behavior of the concentration and potential during the expanding-width portion of a ripple is similar to the initial width expansion of the pit, and the contracting-width portion of the ripple is similar to the contraction of the pit area after the point of maximum width. Thus, the amplitude decreases with k for the same reasons as those given for the decrease of both the expansion slope and the overshoot fraction with k Also, as k is reduced, the oxide front moves slowly during both width expansions and contractions, causing the wavelength of ripples to increase. as approximately constant width, width expansion near the base, and sidewall ripples. Quantitative comparison of the predicted tunnel shapes with experiment is tentative, since experiments to measure the rate constant k have not yet been carried out. However, some similarities and differences between the model predictions and the SEM micrographs in Fig. 1 and 2 can be pointed out. From the figures, approximate wavelengths and amplitudes of wall ripples are 0.1 and 0.03 .tm, respectively, and there is no detectable width overshoot. The ripple dimensions are predicted when k is around 1 x i04 V; however, the width overshoot at this k is about 5%, and it does not become negligible (less than 1%) until k is increased to about 2.5 X io V, at which the ripple dimensions in the simulation are much slows and then oscillates around the metal dissolution rate smaller than those found in micrographs. This may suggest as the pit continues to grow as an etch tunnel. The pit-tunthat the true k is at least 2.5 x 1 o V, and some other nel transformation is fond to occur independently for the mechanism produces the observed wall ripples, assumed value of the passivation rate constant, an unknown Another discrepancy is that the rate of passivation in parameter Quantitative comparison of the model and the model calculations may be somewhat smaller than that experiment was limited by the present lack of independent suggested by etching morphologies. This slow passivation information on this rate constant. However, the passivation is manifested by the expansion slopes of the tunnels in rates predicted by the model are somewhat smaller than Fig. 2 , which are smaller than those predicted by the those implied by the geometries of actual pits. This discrepmodel. The expansion slope is 0.45 when k is 1 X 1O V'; the expansion slopes of the tunnels in Fig. 2 are at most ancy is thought to arise because the simulation does not allow passivation during the rapid initial growth of pits and 0.3-0.4, and some of the tunnels have significantly smaller does not include the effect of the moving boundary associslopes. As discussed previously, passivation in the simula-ated with the dissolving surface. tion cannot occur more rapidly than the rate giving a con-
The concept that the passivation rate is a function of the stant active area A(t), and this maximum rate produces a difference between the potential and the repassivation minimum expansion slope of 0.41.
A possible explanation for the occurrence of rapid passivation in pits is suggested by the concentration transients during rapid initial pit growth (Fig. 6) . The simulation assumes that no passivation occurred during the rapid mitial growth of pits, during which the dissolution current density is roughly 100 A/cm2. It was thought that V4 was likely to be much larger than v, during this time. However, Fig. 6 shows that when the dissolution current density is 150 A/cm2, the difference between the transient and potential differs from other models of passivation, which associate passivation with critical solution compositions or mass-transfer rates. However, the success of the simulation in predicting the pit-tunnel transformation, as well as important qualitative features of tunnels, can be viewed as supporting evidence for its model of passivation.
Further support would be obtained from improvement of its ability to quantitatively predict tunnel shapes. Acknowledgments steady-state concentrations is large, even when the pit Support for this work wns provided by KDK Corporadepth is smaller than 1 p.m. As a result, the repassivation tion, Takahagi, Japan. overpotential and v would in fact be large. Moreover, when the pit growth rate is large, both the increasing pit current and its increasing size (the "moving boundary" effect) Manuscript submitted January 26, 1998; revised manuscript received April 27, 1998.
should contribute to the deviation of the concentration from steady-state diffusion; only the effect of increasing current was included in the simple mass-transfer model of Iowa State University assisted in meeting the publication costs of this article. the simulation. Hence, the oxide front would have moved APPENDIX faster than the velocity required to preserve a constant active area, and as a result, the expansion slope would have been smaller than the minimum of 0.41 in the simulation.
This appendix examines the steady-state approximation for diffusion during tunnel growth and also the importance of convection in the tunnel. The diffusion equation If the effect of the moving boundary were included in the for the A1C13 binary electrolyte in the tunnel is simulation and passivation were allowed to occur during early pit growth, it is likely that the predicted expansion A final apparent discrepancy is that in the SEM micrograph in Fig. 2 , the mean tunnel width continues to increase at the tunnel grows, while in the model the width is constant after a depth of 2 p.m. Again, the continued width In this equation, the tunnel geometry is represented as parallel-walled. Hebert and Alkire showed that even when the walls are tapered, it is possible to transform the tunnel to this geometry4 The boundary conditions are expansion may result from a transient diffusion effect owing to the increase of the tunnel length with time. Since such moving boundary effects are not included in the present simulation, it was impossible to predict this feature of C(r = 0) = Gb dG i4t [A2J = v4t) = 3FD the tunnel morphology. It should be noted that with other surface pretreatments, parallel-sided tunnels are found under the same etching conditions.4
Conclusions
The boundary at a = v4t moves as the tunnel grows. The problem is transformed to one with stationary boundaries using the transformation x = z/(v4t). In addition, the following dimensionless variables are defined A mathematical simulation was developed which predicts the spontaneous shape evolution of etch pits on aluminum as they develop into etch tunnels during anodic etching in chloride solutions. The model is based on two major con- [A-3] cepts: (i) passivation takes the form of the movement of the leading edge of the oxide film into the pit along its sidewalls; and (ii) the oxide front velocity is a function of the difference between the potential at the dissolving surface and the critical repassivation potential, whose value depends on the local chloride ion concentration. These concepts are derived from prior experiments and observations about the development of tunnel morphology. The simulation predicts the spontaneous pit-tunnel transformation and the width expansion of tunnels near their bases, as well as the presence of tunnel width oscillations. It was found that the repassivation overpotential (difference between the potential and repassivation potential) needed to passivate the pit sidewalls during the transformation is generated by transient diffusion during pit growth, since the ohmic potential drop in the pit increases rapidly relative to the pit concentration overpotential. When the oxide front reaches the bottom surface of the pit, the rate of oxide advance 
